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English for Business Studies is a course for upper-intermediate and advanced
level students who need to understand and discuss business and economic
concepts.
This flexible course brings together all the tools and technology you expect to get
the results you need. Whether teaching general English or focusing on exams,
Prepare! leaves you and your students genuinely ready for what comes next: real
Cambridge English exams, or real life. The Level 2 Student's Book engages
students and builds vocabulary range with motivating, age-appropriate topics. Its
unique approach is driven by cutting-edge language research from English
Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus. 'Prepare to...' sections develop
writing and speaking skills. A Student's Book and Online Workbook is also
available, separately.
A practical coursebook for advanced students who wish to gain a recognised
Business English qualification. Focusing on relevent international business
situations, this book has been structured to provide students with a thorough
preparation for the examination, with essential advice for exam success.--Cover.
Success with BEC - VantageThe New Business English Certificates Course.
Student's bookSuccess with BEC : the new business English certificates course.
Vantage [B2] : Student's bookMARSHALL CAVENDISH
The Split Editions of Life offer 6 units of the Student's Book and 6 units of the
Workbook together with all 12 videos from the Student's Book on one DVD as
well as the complete Workbook Audio CD. Combo Split B is units 7 ee 12.
Business Benchmark helps students get ahead with their Business English
vocabulary and skills and gives them grammar practice in business contexts.
Teachers can choose from the BEC edition or the BULATS edition at the right
level for their students. The Audio CDs contain all the recorded material for the
listening activities in both editions of Business Benchmark Pre-intermediate,
Intermediate, including BULATS practice test listening. Student's Books, Selfstudy Books and Teacher's Resource Books are also available.
Four complete past papers from University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations.
Business Benchmark helps students get ahead with their Business English
vocabulary and skills and gives them grammar practice in business contexts. The
Audio Cassettes contain all the recorded material for the listening activities in
both editions of Business Benchmark 2, including BEC practice test listening.
Business Benchmark helps students get ahead with their Business English vocabulary
and skills and gives them grammar practice in business contexts. Teachers can choose
from the BEC edition or the BULATS edition at the right level for their students. The
Teacher's Resource Book is full of useful teaching tips and contains answer keys,
tapescripts, model writing compositions, information about the BULATS test and the
BEC exam, teaching notes and extra activities including complete extra lessons and
case studies. Student's Books, Self-study Books and Audio CDs (2) are also available.
New International Business English is a flexible course at the upper-intermediate level
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for people who need or will soon need to use English in their day-to-day work.All four
skills - listening, speaking, reading, writing - are developed through a wide range of
tasks which closely reflect the world of work.The Student's Book has been redesigned
with many new illustrations and photos to make it more attractive and easier to use.The
attached CD-ROM contains an introduction to the BEC Vantage examination and one
complete Practice Test including audio.
A three-level business English course for pre-work students and business people
wishing to improve their English and their employment prospects. It is also suitable for
in-company training. Modern, business-related topics to engage students and involve
them in the practice of everyday business An integrated grammar syllabus offering
extensive functional practice Varied activities and learner strategies to motivate and
support student in their studies
Set of 4 authentic BEC practice test papers from Cambridge ESOL
Cambridge English: Business Preliminary 5 provides four complete past papers for the
Cambridge English: Business Preliminary exam (also known as BEC Preliminary). These
examination papers from University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations (Cambridge ESOL)
provide the most authentic exam preparation available, allowing candidates to familiarise
themselves with the content and format of the examination and to practise examination
techniques. It also contains a comprehensive section of keys and transcripts, making it suitable
for self-study. Audio CDs containing the audio material for the Listening paper and a Self-study
Pack (Student's Book with Answers and Audio CDs) are also available separately.
A series of three practice test books for the revised Business English Certificate exams.
BEC is an internationally recognised business qualification that demonstrates an ability to use
English in professional contexts. As a University of Cambridge ESOL examination,
international companies use it as a suitable entry requirement by academic institutions and for
recruitment. Success with BEC provides complete preparation for the BEC exams, but is also
an ideal focus for in-company training courses and for business people and students wishing to
improve their English and job prospects. The course covers the three levels of the exam: BEC
Preliminary, BEC Vantage and BEC Higher.
ESL Writing with Essays Corrected & Explained. Learn from the Writing Mistakes of Other ESL
Students & Duplicate their Success. Learning from the mistakes of other students and
duplicating their success is a revolutionary instructional approach. Super Amazing Essays(tm)
is a unique and powerful compilation of essays written by real students, corrected and
meticulously explained. Learning from mistakes is a powerful way of reinforcing in our minds
the correct approach, and learning from others' mistakes is an age old wisdom that saves us
the time, the trouble and the pains of committing the same mistakes ourselves. Learning
writing for ESL and improving English writing skills have always been a challenge for students
of English. Many books have been written on this subject, and an abundance of resources are
available on the internet. But the more you read, the more confused you become because up
to now, you have been bombarded with a "do this, do that" approach to learning that is sucking
away at your motivation at every turn. I did not wake up one morning and decide to make some
extra dollars selling a "how-to" book. Helping students to improve English writing skills has
been a passion for me for more than ten years, and there is no greater satisfaction than seeing
my students making progress day by day. Super Amazing Essays(tm) is a compilation of
sample essays carefully selected from hundreds of essays that students emailed to me for
correction over the years. These are real essays, written by real students, with real mistakes
that are painstakingly corrected and explained. Then, I combined these selected essays into a
book and made it available to all my students so that they too could learn from each other's
mistakes. The feedback that I got from teachers and parents was astounding. What you are
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going to see here is a success guaranteed approach to improving English writing skills, and
that is to learn from the mistakes... of others. I will refrain from delving into methodology or
even the structural aspects of English essay writing because I know that is where you are
coming from, and what you want now is a hand-holding "show me" approach. I believe each
and every student to be unique in the sense that they start at different levels of proficiency, and
the reason why many students of language classes throw their hands up in the air in frustration
is because they fall short of unrealistic expectations their teachers have set for them. Let me
show you how you can do better. I will guide you through each and every paragraph, every
sentence and every word in the book, and offer suggestions along the way to help improve
your English writing skills.

Provides a complete preparation for the BEC exams. This work is also suitable for incompany training courses and for business people and students wishing to improve
their English and job prospects. It covers the three levels of the exam: BEC Preliminary;
BEC Vantage; and, BEC Higher.
Test that teach:Part of a popular series designed to help improve students exam
performance. The exam-based exercises will familiarise any student with the tasks they
will face in the test, boosting their confidence and leading them towards successful
results.Ideal for self-study or classroom use.Key features:Four complete practise tests
reflecting exactly the level of exam and the types of task the students will faceA full
range of exam task typesGuidance pages and tips for each part o
The Success with BEC Teacher's Companion offers additional resources for teachers
across all three levels of the exam: Preliminary, Vantage and Higher.
La 4e de couv. indique : "Business benchmark second edition is the official Cambridge
English preparation course for BULATS. A pacy, topic-based course with
comprehensive coverage of language and skills for business, it motivates and engages
both professionals and students preparing for working life."
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